Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has a unique capability to delineate axonal tracts within the white matter, which has not been possible with previous noninvasive imaging techniques. In the past 10 years, we have witnessed a large increase in the use of DTIbased studies and a score of new anatomical knowledge and image analysis tools have been introduced in recent years. This review will provide an overview of the recent advancements in DTI-based studies and new image analysis tools. Recent findings DTI provided new dimensions for the characterization of white matter anatomy. This characterization of the white matter can be roughly divided into two categories. First, the white matter can be parcellated into constituent white matter tracts, based on pixel-bypixel orientation and anisotropy information. Second, the DTI information can be extrapolated to obtain three-dimensional connectivity information. Based on these capabilities of DTI, many new image analysis tools are being developed to investigate the status of the white matter. Summary In the past, the white matter has often been treated as one compartment. With DTI and recently developed analysis tools, we can investigate the status of intra-white matter structures and deepen our understanding of white matter structures and their abnormalities under pathological conditions.
Introduction
Brain atlases have played an important role in many aspects of brain research by providing various types of anatomical information, such as brain structure names, locations, and boundaries. For neuroimaging, stereotaxic atlases have been especially useful, where a coordinate system (either through physical units, such as millimeters, or by relative units, such as one-eighth of the brain length) is employed to reference specific locations [1-5].
One of the most widely used stereotaxic atlases was provided by Talairach and Tournoux [1], as shown in Fig. 1a . This histology-based atlas contains a detailed assignment of cortical regions, which can be referenced by physical or relative coordinates. If one has a brain image (histology, MRI, PET, etc.), the image can be transformed to the shape of the atlas and the coordinate system, and anatomical labels of the atlas can be transferred to the image. For example, if the image contains a lesion, the location, as well as the affected anatomical structures, can be reported in a systematic way, which allows us to directly compare results from different patients.
Recently, MRI-based atlases have become widely available [6,7 ,8 ,9,10 ,11 ,12] . There are many advantages of the MRI atlases. They are three-dimensional, with high anatomical fidelity (Fig. 1b) . The data are inherently in an electronic format, which makes it much easier to perform various image analysis procedures quantitatively. MRI images also enable more straightforward population-based analysis, because MRI data can be obtained within 1 h. Figure 1c shows an example of a population-averaged atlas (ICBM-152), which represents the averaged brain structures of a normal population [6] .
Although these atlases developed a systematic method for reporting and inter-participant comparison, they have been mostly used for studies of the gray matter structures and have not always been useful for white matter studies. This is because simple histology preparation and conventional MRI do not carry much contrast by which to delineate the detailed anatomy of the white matter. For example, the Talairach and Tournoux atlas shown in Fig. 1a does not demonstrate labeling of white matter structures as extensively as that of the cortex, and many white matter regions are blank, without annotations. In the MRI-based atlases, the white matter resembles a large homogeneous field and lacks anatomical clues.
In this review, white matter atlases based on diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) are evaluated [13,14 ,15 ,16 ]. The new anatomical information provided by DTI is apparent in Fig. 1d . The homogeneous-looking white matter in Fig. 1a -c can be readily compartmentalized by adopting the contrasts from DTI. For example, the four major white matter structures at this slice level, the corpus callosum, the cingulum, the corona radiata, and the superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), can be easily defined.
Diffusion tensor imaging can provide unique contrasts to delineate white matter anatomy DTI is a new type of MRI that can provide unique image contrast called 'diffusion anisotropy' [17] . MRI can measure the extent of water diffusion, that is, the random motion of water, along an arbitrary axis. From this White matter atlases based on diffusion tensor imaging Mori et al. 363 measurement, it is often found that the water tends to diffuse along a preferential axis (called diffusion anisotropy), which has been shown to coincide with the orientation of ordered structures, such as axonal tracts. Based on the diffusion orientation of water molecules, this technique can provide several types of imaging contrast, such as anisotropy maps and orientation maps, or a combination of the two ( Fig. 1d ; called color-coded orientation maps or simply color maps hereafter). In the color map, the brightness shows the extent of the anisotropy and the color represents fiber orientation.
DTI has been applied to human brain studies and has been shown to provide unique information about white matter anatomy. In Fig. 2 , a conventional T 1 -weighted image is compared to a color map from the same participant. It can be clearly seen that DTI provides much more anatomical information about the white matter.
Once the fiber orientation is determined at each pixel, it is also possible to deduce three-dimensional tract trajectories based on a simple line propagation algorithm ( Fig. 3) [18]. The overall configuration of reconstructed tracts agrees well with the postmortem human sample. DTI is the only technology that can provide orientation information about axonal tracts noninvasively. Thus, this method is becoming an important research and clinical tool.
Two types of atlases of the white matter
The white matter consists of axonal fibers that connect different regions of the brain. Axons that share similar destinations tend to form a large bundle, which is called a white matter tract. At the core and thickest regions of the tracts, they often form discrete bundles that are visually readily identifiable. This 'wiring' structure of the white matter poses a unique challenge for structural assignment and annotation. In many white matter atlases, white matter structures are defined based on local anatomical features [19] ( Fig. 4 ). For example, the posterior limb of the internal 364 Neuroimaging Figure 3 Comparison of a postmortem human brain specimen, T 1 -weighted image, color-coded orientation map, and threedimensional tract reconstruction
Comparison of a postmortem human brain specimen (a), T 1 -weighted image (b), color-coded orientation map (c), and three-dimensional tract reconstruction (d). MRI images (b-d) are from the same participant. In the color map (c), the red, green, and blue represent fibers running along the right-left (perpendicular to the plane), anterior-posterior, and superior-inferior axes. In the three-dimensional reconstruction results (d), the yellow, brown, orange, and red fibers represent the superior and inferior longitudinal fasciculus, the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, and the uncinate fasciculus, respectively. Figure 3 capsule (PLIC) is defined by the white matter between the thalamus and the globus pallidus ( Fig. 4a ). If we call this type of structural assignment 'location-based', we can also define white matter structures using 'connection-based' or 'tract-based' notations ( Fig. 4b ). For example, the PLIC is known to contain axons that connect the thalamus and the cortex (the superior thalamic radiation), the cortex and the pons (corticopontine tract), and the cortex and the spinal cord (corticospinal tract). Because it is difficult to know the exact axonal connectivity of the human brain, the connection-based assignment derives mainly from past lesion studies or animal studies, which are far from comprehensive and often controversial.
White matter atlases created by diffusion tensor imaging
DTI is an excellent tool for constructing white matter atlases, which can provide contrasts that rival ( Fig. 4c ) or often surpass simple histological sections of human brains. Based on pixel-by-pixel fiber orientation information, multiple white matter tracts can be deciphered, which are otherwise difficult to define unless special histological techniques are employed (Fig. 3a) . The three-dimensional tractography technique can also be used to reconstruct known white matter tracts (Figs 3d and 4d) and create connection-based annotations of the white matter ( Fig. 4e ). To date, it has been demonstrated that we can create white matter atlases, using DTI, which carry anatomical information equivalent to past histology-based atlases. Although this would not provide us with new anatomical findings, there are many advantages to adopting DTIbased approaches. First, although DTI is known to have a certain degree of image distortion, this, to a large extent, can be corrected, and DTI has far greater anatomical fidelity than typical, fixed postmortem samples. Second, DTI images are three-dimensional and much more suitable for quantification of various anatomical parameters, such as volumes and shapes. The images are inherently in an electronic format, which would farther facilitate quantification. Third, the scan takes only several minutes, and thus, population-based studies are much easier. It is, therefore, understandable that DTI has opened up new frontiers for the creation of new white matter atlases.
Connection-based tract atlases
Tractography was introduced in the late 1990s, and is capable of creating three-dimensional trajectories of white matter tracts, as shown in Figs 3d and 4d . There are no other techniques that can produce equivalent anatomical information about the human brain, and, thus, tractography is a powerful method by which to investigate human white matter anatomy [20 ,21 ,22,23 ,24 ] . The advantage of the connection-based atlases that use tractography ( Fig. 3d ) over a histology-based atlas (Fig. 3a) is clear: a connection-based atlas allows virtual sections at any arbitrary place or angle. This type of atlas can visualize multiple tracts simultaneously and their three-dimensional trajectories can be viewed from any angle. However, connection-based atlases are also known to have many limitations and errors. As long as DTI is based on water motion averaged over large pixel sizes (2-2.5 mm), it is apparently an indirect indicator of actual axonal anatomy. Tractography results are difficult to validate in this way, and, therefore, many past publications are confined to the reconstruction of well known white matter bundles, using strong a-priori constraints, such that only the validated tracts are reconstructed. For those large and well documented bundles, this technique can reflect their macroscopic anatomy fairly accurately, as determined by qualitative comparison with histological preparation. Once reconstructed three dimensionally, with trajectories confirmed to agree with known pathways, the tractographybased tract atlases provide unsurpassed efficiency for understanding the tract anatomy because they illuminate convoluted trajectories and relationships with other brain structures. Recently, this approach has also increasingly been used for quantitative analyses to evaluate the pathological status of the white matter [25] . For example, after reconstruction, white matter volumes and MR properties (e.g. relaxation and diffusion parameters) along the path can be measured.
Location-based white matter atlases
To create location-based white matter atlases, there are two advantages to using DTI contrasts over histology or conventional MRI. First, as can be seen in Fig. 1d , the boundaries of many major white matter tracts are readily identifiable from color maps. This pixel-by-pixel fiber orientation information is truly unique and difficult to obtain, even with histology sections. The core regions of various white matter structures can be identified, annotated, and segmented using this contrast. On the contrary, assignment of superficial white matter areas that fill the spaces between the cortex and the deep white matter is not straightforward, even with the DTI contrasts. This is because the fiber orientation information becomes much more complicated, and variability among participants is large. To investigate the anatomy of such high-variability areas, population-based studies are necessary. The second advantage of DTI over histology is the efficiency and accuracy of performing such population-based studies [26 ,27 ,28 ,29 ] . Figure 5 shows examples of DTI-based, populationaveraged maps called ICBM-DTI-81 [28 ] . These maps are co-registered to the widely used ICBM-152 atlas in the MNI space (Fig. 5a ). The original atlas was created by averaging T1-weighted images from 152 normal subjects, after their brain shapes were linearly normalized (meaning the brain width, length, and height were equalized). The ICBM-DIT-81 atlas was similarly created by averaging DTI data from 81 participants. The DTI contrasts (Fig. 5b and c) clearly add far more anatomical information about the white matter to the ICBM-152 atlas. In Fig. 5b , many deep white matter structures can be clearly defined after the somewhat crude linear averaging process. This implies that the locations, shapes, and sizes of these structures are relatively reproducible among normal populations. These reproducible deep structures have been well characterized and their names assigned by past histology-based studies. Based on such knowledge, they can be defined as shown in Fig. 5b and d . Because the boundary definitions are mostly based on pixel-by-pixel contrasts, this process leads to the location-based atlases, representing the deep white matter anatomy of normal brains.
What have not been well characterized in the past are the structures of the white matter regions close to the cortex. Using the population-averaged map, we can define a boundary between the cortex and the white matter based on the probability that it is white matter [29 ] . The boundaries shown in Fig. 5c were defined by a 60% white matter probability in this population-averaged map. This type of operation can reveal the three-dimensional anatomy of the population-reproducible sections of the superficial white matter. For example, the yellow-colored structure in Fig. 5f is the white matter beneath the motor cortex. With the simple linear normalization method, the motor cortex and the central sulcus do not align well among participants. However, the white matter areas beneath the motor cortex can be defined clearly in the population-averaged maps. This type of anatomical definition aided by probability is unique and important information for use in developing brain atlases. One interesting idea is that brain registration can be more naturally performed by aligning white matter structures rather than cortical features. This is, however, an unproven hypothesis.
Applications of white matter atlases
There are many ways to use the MR-based three-dimensional atlases, in which various brain structures are defined. Figure 6 shows an example, in which there is a well defined lesion in the white matter. We often want a systematic means by which to report or quantify the lesion location for the study of, for instance, area-specific lesion frequency and correlation with functional outcome. A widely used approach is to normalize the brain into a template space, such as ICBM-152, MNI, and Talairach atlases, and use their coordinate system [30,31 ,32 ] . However, physical X, Y, and Z coordinate information about the brain does not directly carry anatomical meaning. If such atlases have co-registered segmentation maps, they can be superimposed on the normalized brains, as shown in Fig. 6b . This provides anatomical information to the coordinates. In this example, the lesion is inside the yellow-colored segment, which is the superficial white matter segment beneath the motor cortex. This type of atlas application can also be considered an automated segmentation of the white matter [27 ,33] , as well as other regions of the brain [34 ,35 ,36 ] . Once the white matter is segmented into each structural unit defined in the atlas, the size and various MR properties, such as relaxation and diffusion parameters, can be measured without resorting to manual delineation of regions of interest (ROI). The accuracy of the automated segmentation, however, depends on the quality of the brain normalization. For example, some segments shown in Fig. 6b contain the cortex and the CSF, which cause inaccuracies in size and MR parameter measurements. Therefore, results should be interpreted with great care.
Conclusion
The orientation-based contrasts provided by DTI give us new opportunities to define various white matter structures, which had been difficult to identify previously. One of the difficulties of structural definition is caused by anatomical variability. The introduction of populationbased atlases is one way to characterize such variability and define structures based on probability. The atlas with specific white matter structures becomes a useful tool for the systematic and automated identification of the corresponding structures in each participant. This type of atlas development and application is still evolving and should provide new and useful tools for brain white matter studies. This is the first population-averaged, MRI-based atlas of the rhesus macaque brain in the standardized coordinate system. This atlas allows voxel-based and surfacebased approaches that are common in human brain mapping studies to be applied to the rhesus macaque brain. On the construction of an intersubject diffusion tensor magnetic resonance atlas of the healthy human brain. Neuroimage 2008; 43:69-80. This paper compares the two methods that are widely used to create populationaveraged atlases; one is the participant-based atlas, in which one participant is selected as an initial template to normalize other participants, and the other is the population-based atlas, in which deformation fields are calculated between all participants and the mean deformation field is applied to the corresponding datasets. The important feature of this paper is that the authors clearly demonstrated a method about how to evaluate a DTI template's quality, which is not a straightforward task.
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Catani M, Thiebaut de Schotten M. A diffusion tensor imaging tractography atlas for virtual in vivo dissections. Cortex 2008; 44:1105-1132. The authors created a three-dimensional tractography atlas for teaching and guiding virtual brain dissections. This could reduce tractography analysis time and operator-dependent biases.
Figure 6 An example of atlas application
The image is from a multiple sclerosis patient with a lesion in the white matter, as indicated by the red line (a). After shape normalization, the segmentation atlas of the white matter is superimposed (b). This provides a systematic way to identify affected white matter structures.
